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Notes on Some Classical Series Associated with Discrete
Subgroups of uo, n C) on B B B

By Shigeyasu KAMIYA
Department of Mechanical Engineering, 0kayama University of Science

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. d. A., June 9, 1992)

Let U(1, n;C)be the group of unitary transformations. In the pre-
vious paper [2], we discussed the action of discrete subgroups of U(1, n; C)
on 3BB’...B, where B is the boundary of the complex unit
ball. In [4], P. J. Nicholls considered the convergence of some series
associated with discrete subgroups o MSbius transformations on the
products of the boundary of the unit ball in real n-space.

Our purpose is to show two theorems on some classical series associ-
ated with discrete subgroups of U(1, n; C) acting on 3BK3B3B.
Throughout this paper G denotes a discrete subgroup of U(1, n;C). Let
{g, g, ...) be a complete list of elements of G. If g is an element of G,

Let x (x,... x), ythen g is represented by a matrix (a)li,jn+l.
(y,...,y) and z=(z,..., z) be points in OB.

Theorem 1. The series

converges/or almost every triple (x, y,z) in BBB.
Theorem 2. If [a)l converges for re>O, then the series

11 lj Xj 11 lj Zj_
gk j=2

converges for every distinct points x, y and z in 3B.
We shall give our proofs.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let F(g) be the set of (x, y, z) in 3B 3B 3B

for which

Set
F-- ( r(g).

gk:/=id

It follows rom [2, Theorem 11] that F is a fundamental set for the group
action on BBB. Since F is of positive measure and has no G-
equivalent points,

a*(g(F)) ,
gG

where a* is the product measure on 3B 3B B derived from the meas-
ure a on B (see [2, p. 288]). For (x, y, z)e F

a*(g(r))= f da*
q G g G gk (F)
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a(k)ll + tlj"(k) lj- tll"(k) + (k), /(k) + /.(k) da(x)da(y)da(z).Vlj Yj 11 ’lj Zj
Ege j=2 j=2 j=2

Hence t;he series

+ a)x- aI) +Z a()’ a() + a)z_ilj Yj- Vll
gkG j=2 j=2 j=2

converges almost everywhere in F. Thus our proof is complete.
Let s=(sl,...,s) and t=(t,...,t) be points of B/. We define

d*(, t)= 1-

(see [2, . 88] and [g, Proposition .2]).
To prove Theorem 2 we prepare two lemmas.

Lemma 3. Let p be a point such that g(p)=0. Define
=rain [d*(x, y), d*(y, z), d*(z, x)},

where x, y and z are distinct points in 3B. Then at least one of d*(p, x),
d*(p, y) and d*(p, z) is greater than /2.

Proof. Suppose that all three are smaller than /2. Then we have

d*(x, y)<_d*(p, x)+d*(p, y)<,,
d*(y, z)<_d*(p, y)+d*(p, z)< ,
d*(z, x)<_ d*(p, z)+d*(p, x)< .

This is a contradiction.
Lemma 4. Let g be an element of G with g(p)=0. Then

Vlltt(k) + Vlj/3t(k)ott/j Wll/t(k) +E t/(k) __<2d*(Y, z) -2.Vlj J-
=2 =2

Proof. First we note that p (__.(k)/l(k)t12 .(k) "--(k), (k). /alk))Vll t13 /bll bbl,n_

and d*(g(y), g(z))<_/2. Using [2, Lemma 5], we see
n+l

11 lj t/j-
j=2

-1

a z_
d*(p, g)d*(p, z)

tlq

d*(y, z)
<_2d* (y, z)-.

Thus our lemma is proved.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. Using Lemma 3, we may assume that d*(p, x)
>/2. Then we see

d$(pg, X)2 tll(k) + Vljl’l(k) Xj_ o(k) - >2/4
j=2

Therefore I-()++-) I-<4-()l-,-2 It follows from Lemma 4 thatWll j=2 lj j- Wll

1 -1 n+l -1[ n+Xj= l-1Wll Wll Wllij Xj_ lj Zj
=2 j=2

<81-()l-’-d*(y,_ z) -
Thus our theorem is completely proved.
Remark 5. It is known that if m 2n, then the series ,e "()t*ll I-m

converges for a discrete subgroup G of U(1, n; C) (see [1, Theorem 5.2]).
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Remark 6. In the case where G acts on aB aB B with
more than three factors, similar results are proved by a slight modification
of our proofs.
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